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there has been a distinct revival in stock exchange 
business, and the prospects for a continuant of such 

favorable. That is to say, the promise, for large
this feature,

propose making this arrangement for one year,
Canada will be soI f when periiaps nmericanj silvjer in 

smalt as to render its çontfnuance unnecessary. It 
may be suggested, hoWfverj that this plan, while it 
would no uoubt, get rid ot ihe\ Lmted ^tes money 

country would Uo little to prevent its 
W hat would appear to be wanted is 
lacing it under a sort of disability 
Canadian public.

B- are
crops is at present good, but of course 
upon which so much depends, may change for the 
worse at any time. At any rate, the undertone to the 
market is quite strong. In Wall Street which soone 
or later affects all markets, the tone during the last 
two or three weeks has been distinctly buoyant, and 
it is a matter for conjecture why the Canadian centres 
have not become more so than they actua y ia\e 
done. It would appear that the New York market 
has been largely of a professional character. Com
pared with a couple of years ago the general public is 
practically outside altogether. Certainty, this applies 
very closely to the Canadian Exchanges. Another 
feature which distinguishes the present 
the absence of new securities of an industrial or other
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A REFLECTION ON BANKING PRACTICE.

There is just a possibility that incorrect or 
leading reports have become extant regarding what 
the judge actually said in connection wit» his sentence 
on Johns, the cashier tif tlfe defunct Bank of Yar
mouth. According to tHesei reports, Johns-was given 
a comparatively light slntebce because), though the 
judge could not see how the few could be s<> interpreted 
as to permit it, "the evidence seemed to show that 
many bankers had adopted jhe practice, and therefore 
that the prisoner had some justification for making re
turns as he had done.” securities,” the supply of money

It seems strange, talcing the truth Of the reports transactions is larger, and good securities do not have
for granted, that any judge either should let a falsifier to be thrown away to protect the less worthy. in
of returns off so lightly ion iany such ground, or that Montreal, the aggregate amount of trading for the hrs
he should make such a statement as to bank practice, balf of the present year was 623,015 shares, and $2,-
a statement which is not warranted, by facts. gy^goo odd of bonds, compared with 262000 shares
We are not now engaged in calling into question the and $,,305,000 of bonds for the first half of 1904- n
mildness of Johns’ punishment ; perhaps there were Toronto the aggregate number of shares for the rs
other circumstances not ékplicitly mentioned io render six months of 1905 was 410.266 and $592-500 w°rth ot
such a course advisable, i (We do call into question, bonds, compared with 209,193 shares and S728.100 ot 
however, the learned jmjgq’s statement (if he really honds in 1904. 
made, it), as to the manner in which bank officials Notwithstanding Jhe
send in their returns to the Government- tendency in stocks has been distinctly upward. Can

if dishonest bills and drafts are to be treated as adian Pacific, for instance, since the early part of the
ordinary accounts, and entered as current loans and dis- year bas gone up from 132 to 151, Dominion Coal
counts, then a bank’s true position may nçver be known. 'from 62 to 79. Bank stocks have as usual kept within
Of course, in the case of à fclient having one or more a narrow range as a rule. The traction stocks sue 1
of his bills on customers returned to the bank unpaid, Twïh City, have tended strongly upward. Bonds
and for renewal or presentation at some future time, have been favorite investments.
it would perhaps not be unbecoming for the hank to ït would not be wise to attempt to prophesy as to
treat it in the manner suggested. But this would be th<? probabie course of the stock market. \\ ith good
only for a strictly limited; period, and merely to save crops there is a chance that the volume of business
confusion and the bank vybuld have a thorough under- wi„ sbow a gradual increase; at the same time, to
standing of the position ofehis client. When, however, counteract this tendency, the large requirements for
the amount of dishonored bills on one firm reaches an moving the crops is apt to bring about a stringency in
aggregate 6f over $350.000, or .equal to 60 per cent, of the money market, with whietpany very large amount
the bank’s total discounts! the case takes on an alto- speculation does not usually coincide.
-ether different color, arid to say that such is the 
practice of many banks fe apt to create grave mis
apprehension.
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Ii! mutilated coins. *position of the iefunct Rank of Yarmouth 
sufficiently depbütable state of affairs, with*

it thé idea ife the public rtiind that there ^
on which

1note from the budgetshows a 
out adding to
is any system of Government returns carried 
is not strictly legitimate, ahd absolutely accurate 
efforts to obtain confirmation or otherwise of the 
statement in question, hajfc not as yet been attended 
bv success, but we still h&e to learn that the fudge s 
remarks were misrepresented, as they tend to give 

misleading conceptions of banking methods.

- It will please many to
speech that there is a chance of something being done 
to obviate the large circulation in this country of 
United States money.
lating to the coinage, however, which, it seems 
might well have been taken up by Mr. Fielding. YV e 
refer to the loss on punched or defaced silver coins, 
the resolution of the Toronto Rokrd of Trade 
jne wb;ch appears in this issue. These coins no one 

* * * wjiiinglv receives ; in fact, they are not legal tender.
<rnrK MARKET and thf result is that the loss accruing from theSJ°V accidental possession of them generally falls to such

: Tbis is the time of $7year when one is apt to „nperceotive mediums of circulation as church col-
, , . • s 0r tfic slack market and note how it lection boxes and street car fare boxe.,

take the. bea""g. .g- of the vear, and with shoilM not the Government take some means for re-f iSP lé; 4 « «ve week, deemin* ,he,„7 Sfl.« coinage i, no, ,» lace
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